
 

 

Product Overview 

 Very easy to install – perfect 

for commercial access 

control. 

 The option to add a lighting 

lid makes this product highly 

visible and very attractive.  

 Able to be integrated with 

additional security measures 

such as a gate or arm 

barrier. 
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GloBoll™ – Hydraulically operated 

 

Statistics Table 
Diameter 273mm  

Height Above Ground 700mm  

Foundation Depth 1250mm 

Finishes Available Black or Stainless steel with the option of a lighting lid 

Security Rating Access control bollard – commercial security 

 

Brief Overview of Product Range: 

The GloBoll™ is an automatic, hydraulically operated bollard that offers complete 
flexibility in both appearance and functionality. It has been primarily designed for access 
control to secure building entrances such as hotels, golf clubs, exhibition centres and town 
centres. The access control bollard can be easily integrated with additional security 
measures such as a gate or rising arm barrier or any other functions of a building 
management system. Lights are also available as an optional extra to increase visibility. 

The GloBoll™ is supplied in a grade S304 stainless steel as standard. S316 grade is available 
as an option and is recommended when the products are to be installed near the coast or 
in corrosive environments. This bollard is very popular in the domestic market also due to 
its stylish aesthetics and easy installation. The product was originally engineered to be the 
'successfully install it yourself, kit form bollard.' which has proven to be a very successful 
concept. 

Available in either black or stainless steel with the optional extra of lights in the top lid, 
this bollard is ideal to secure or police access to your property or business. Operated via a 
single button, key fob this product has a rise and fall time of 5-8 seconds. The kit form 
bollard comes with an integral pump mechanism, the bollard parts, a basic metal cabinet 
to house the control board and full, tested installation instructions. 
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